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MOD p HILBERT MODULAR FORMS OF PARALLEL WEIGHT
ONE: THE RAMIFIED CASE
PAYMAN L KASSAEI
Abstract. We generalize the main result of [GeKa13] to all totally real fields
F . In other words, for p > 2 prime, we prove (under a mild Taylor–Wiles
hypothesis) that if a modular representation ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is unramified
and p-distinguished at all places above p, then it arises from a mod p Hilbert
modular form of parallel weight one. This (mostly) resolves the weight one
part of Serre’s conjecture for totally real fields.
1. Introduction
Let p be a prime. Serre conjectured in [Ser87] that if the representation
ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp)
is continuous, irreducible, and odd, then it is modular in the sense that it arises
as the reduction mod p of the p-adic Galois representation associated to a Hecke
modular eigenform. Serre also formulated a refined conjecture where he specified
the minimal weight k ≥ 2 and level N (coprime to p). The weight part of Serre’s
conjecture was later extended to include the case of weight one mod p modular
forms (see [Ed92]); this case is different from the rest as mod p modular forms of
weight one are not necessarily reductions of modular forms in characteristic zero.
Serre conjectured that a mod p Galois representation arises from a mod p modular
form of weight one (and level prime to p) if the representation is unramified at
p. Gross in [Gro90] proved a companion form theorem and settled the weight one
part of Serre’s conjecture under the hypothesis that the eigenvalues of a Frobenius
at p are distinct (the p-distinguished assumption). Gorss’s proof relied on some
unchecked compatibilities, however, a later proof given in [CoVo92] didn’t.
The analogues of Serre’s refined conjecture in the case of totally real fields have
been presented in [BDJ10] and its generalizations to the ramified case. Much work
has been done on the weight part of Serre’s conjecture, but as in the classical
case, the parallel weight one case is different due to lack of automatic liftings to
characteristic zero. In [GeKa13], we generalized the result of Gross [Gro90], and
proved a companion forms theorem for Hilbert modular forms of parallel weight
one (under the p-distinguished assumption), in the case that p is unramified in the
totally real field. In this paper we prove the main result of [GeKa13] for all totally
real fields, allowing arbitrary ramification. This (mostly) resolves the weight one
part of Serre’s conjecture for totally real fields. We should mention that the reverse
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implications, i.e., the unramifiedness of Galois representations associated to parallel
weight one Hilbert modular forms have been studied in [ERX], [DiWi].
Theorem A. Let p > 2 be prime. let F be a totally real field, and
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp)
an irreducible modular representation such that ρ|GF (ζp) is irreducible. If p = 3
(respectively p = 5), assume further that the projective image of ρ(GF (ζp)) is not
conjugate to PSL2(F3) (respectively PSL2(F5)).
Suppose that for each place p|p, ρ|GFp is unramified, and that the eigenvalues of
ρ(Frobp) are distinct. Then, there is a mod p Hilbert modular form f of parallel
weight 1 and level prime to p such that ρf
∼= ρ.
Our method of proof is a combination of modularity lifting theorem techniques
and geometric methods. The premise of the argument is the same as in [GeKa13],
however one needs a more detailed study of the geometry of the special fibre of
Iwahoric level Hilbert modular varieties in the case p is ramified in F . Using
modularity lifting theorems, we obtain 2n Hilbert modular forms of parallel weight
p and level prime to p, where n is the number of places of F over p. The mod p
reduction of these eigenforms have the same eigenvalue for any Hecke operator away
from p. We take a suitable linear combination f¯ of these mod p Hilbert eigenforms,
and show that it is divisible by H , the Hasse invariant of parallel weight p− 1. To
do so, we fix a prime p0 above p, and a partial Hasse invariant Hβ0 at p0, and we
use the geometry of a stratification on the Rapoport locus of the spacial fibre of the
Iwahoric level Hilbert modular variety Y (p0) to explicitly calculate the quotient of
f¯ by H
ep0
β0
. Here, the ramification index ep0 is the maximal power of Hβ0 dividing
H . It is easy then to show that the quotient f¯/H is the desired Hilbert modular
form of parallel weight one. We use the p-distinguished assumption in an essential
way: it implies that f¯ is nonzero. However, we expect to be able to remove this
condition in an upcoming work.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Toby Gee for many helpful discus-
sions.
2. Modularity lifting in weight p
2.1. We first set up some notation. If K is a field, we let K denote an algebraic
closure of K. We let GK := Gal (K/K) denote the absolute Galois group of K. Let
p be a prime number, and let ε denote the p-adic cyclotomic character; our choice
of convention for Hodge–Tate weights is that ε has all Hodge–Tate weights equal
to 1.
Let F be a totally real field. For a finite place q of F , we denote by Fq the
completion of F at q, and by Oq its ring of integers. We let ̟q denote a choice
of a uniformizer for Oq. If q is coprime to N , then we have the Hecke operator Tq
corresponding to the double coset
GL2(Oq)
(
̟q 0
0 1
)
GL2(Oq)
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acting on the space of Hilbert modular forms of weight k and level Γ1(N). Let f be
a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform in this space. There is a Galois representation
ρf : GF → GL2(Qp)
associated to f , such that if q ∤ Np, and Frobq is an arithmetic Frobenius element
of GFq , then tr ρf (Frobq) is the Tq-eigenvalue of f , and its determinant a finite
order character times εk−1. We say that
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp)
is modular if it is equivalent to the reduction mod p of the Galois representation
ρf : GF → GL2(Qp), for some f as above.
The following is Theorem 2.1.1 in [GeKa13], proven using modularity lifting tech-
niques and results from [Ki08], [CHT08], [BGHT11], [Gee11], [BLGG12], [GG12],
[Tho12], [BLGG13], [BGGT14].
Theorem 2.1.1. Let p > 2 be prime. let F be a totally real field, and
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp)
an irreducible modular representation such that ρ|GF (ζp) is irreducible. If p = 3
(respectively p = 5), assume further that the projective image of ρ(GF (ζp)) is not
conjugate to PSL2(F3) (respectively PSL2(F5)). Suppose that for each place p|p,
ρ|GFp
∼=
(
λα1,p 0
0 λα2,p
)
where λx,p is the unramified character sending an arithmetic Frobenius element at
p to x (in particular, ρ|GFp is unramified) . For each place p|p, let αp be a choice
of one of α1,p, α2,p. Let M be an integer coprime to p and divisible by the Artin
conductor of ρ. Then there is a Hilbert modular eigenform f of parallel weight p
such that:
• f has level Γ1(M),
• ρf
∼= ρ,
• for each place p|p, we have Tpf = α˜pf , for some lift α˜p of αp.
We will use the following corollary of Theorem 2.1.1 in the proof of our main
theorem.
Corollary 2.1.2. Let notation be as in Theorem 2.1.1. There is a finite extension
K of Qp with residue field mK , an integer N divisible by the Artin conductor of
ρ, and, for any I ⊂ {p|p}, a normalized Hilbert eigenform fI of weight p and level
Γ1(N), such that
(1) ρfI
∼= ρ,
(2) for each prime p|p, we have TpfI = α˜I,pfI , where α˜I,p lifts α1,p if p ∈ I,
and α2,p if p /∈ I,
(3) for any prime l ∤ p, the eigenvalues of Tl on the fI ’s have all the same
reduction in mK .
Proof. LetM be as in the statement of Theorem 2.1.1. The Theorem guarantees the
existence of forms fI of weight p and level Γ1(M) satisfying the first two conditions.
Since ρfI
∼= ρ, we see that condition (3) is held for all lnmidNp. Finally, by a
standard argument, using Proposition 2.3 of [Shi78], we can furthermore change
the fI ’s (at the possible cost of increasing the level from M to N = M
2) so that
for each prime l|N , we have TlfI = 0 for all I. 
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3. Hilbert Modular Varieties And Modular Forms
3.1. Hilbert Modular Varieties of tame level. Let p be a prime number. Let
F/Q be a totally real field of degree d, OF its ring of integers, and dF its different
ideal. Let S be the set of all primes ideals of OF that divide p. For any p ∈ S, we
let ep denote the ramification index. We also let Fp = OF /p, a finite field of degree
fp over Fp. Let F denote a finite field with p
f elements, where f = lcm{fp : p|p}.
For every p ∈ S, we let Fp be the completion of F at p, Op its ring of integers,
Furp /Qp its maximal uramified subextension, and O
ur
p the ring of integers in F
ur
p .
Fix once and for all a choice of a uniformizer ̟p ∈ Fp for each p ∈ S. Let
B =
⊔
p∈S Bp,
where Bp = Emb(F
ur
p ,Qp) = Hom(Fp,F). Let Σp = Emb(Fp,Qp). There is a
restriction map res : Σp → Bp which is ep-to-1.
Let σ denote the Frobenius automorphism of W (F), lifting x 7→ xp modulo p. It
acts on B via β 7→ σ ◦ β, and transitively on each Bp. For S ⊆ B, we let
ℓ(S) = {σ−1 ◦ β : β ∈ S}
r(S) = {σ ◦ β : β ∈ S},
Sc = B− S.
The decomposition
OF ⊗Z W (F) =
∏
p|p
OFp ⊗Zp W (F) =
∏
p|p
∏
β∈Bp
OFp ⊗Ourp ,β W (F)
induces a decomposition,
M =
⊕
β∈B
Mβ,
on any OF ⊗Z W (F)-module M , where, if β ∈ Bp, then O
ur
p acts on Mβ via
β : Ourp =W (Fp)→W (F).
Let N > 3 be an integer prime to p. Let X/W (F) be the Hilbert modular scheme
classifying Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian schemes (HBAS’s) A/S = (A/S, ι, λ, α),
where
• S is a locally noetherian W (F)-scheme
• A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension d over S, equipped with real
multiplication ι : OF → End S(A),
• λ is a polarization as in [DP94], namely, over each connected component
T of S, an isomorphism λ : (PA|T ,P
+
A|T
)→ (a, a+) for some representative
(a, a+) ∈ [Cl+(L)] (depending on T ) such that A|T ⊗OL a
∼= A|∨T . Here,
PA = HomOF (A,A
∨)sym, viewed as sheaf of projectiveOF -modules of rank
one in the e´tale topology, and P+A is the cone of polarizations.
• α is a rigid Γ00(N)-level structure, that is, α : µN ⊗Z d
−1
F → A is an OF -
equivariant closed immersion of group schemes.
The Hilbert modular scheme X is a normal scheme of relative dimension d over
Spec (W (F)). Let X = X ⊗W (F) F be the special fibre, viewed as a closed sub-
scheme of X . It represents the same functor restricted to the subcategory of locally
noetherian F-schemes. Let X˜ denote a toroidal compactification of X , and X˜ be
its special fibre. For a fractional ideal a of OF , we denote by Xa the locus in X
where the polarization module is isomorphic to (a, a+). Then Xa is an irreducible
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component of X , and every irreducible component of X is of the form Xa for some
fractional ideal a. We define Xa similarly. We define X˜a, X˜a, respectively, by
taking the Zariski closure of Xa, Xa in their toroidal compactifications.
Let ǫ : AX → X be the universal abelian scheme. Let
Ω = ǫ∗Ω
1
AX/X
H = ǫ∗H
1
dR(AX/X),
which are locally free sheaves of rank, respectively, d, 2d on X . We denote the
restriction of these sheaves to X by the same notation. As explained above these
(OF ⊗Z W (F))−modules decompose as
Ω =
⊕
β∈B
Ωβ ,
H =
⊕
β∈B
Hβ,
where Ωβ , Hβ are locally free sheaves of rank, respectively, ep, 2ep, if β ∈ Bp. We
define
ωβ := Ωβ/̟pΩβ ,
Hβ = Hβ/̟pHβ,
where β ∈ Bp. Again, we use the same notation to denote the restriction of these
sheaves to X. These sheaves extend naturally to the toroidal compactifications of
X and X, and we denote the extensions by the same notation. For each β ∈ B, Hβ
is a locally free sheaf of rank 2 over X˜ . Similarly for any A/S classified by X , we
can define ΩA,β, HA,β, ωA,β, HA,β to be OS-modules.
Let XR denote the locus of points A/S on X which satisfy the Rapoport condi-
tion, namely, where Ω is locally free of rank one as a module over OF ⊗Z OS . The
Rapoport locus can be shown to be the open subscheme of X on which it is smooth
over Spec (W (F)). Let X
R
= X ∩XR. Then, X −X
R
has codimension at least 2
(and is empty if p is unramified in F ). We denote by X˜
R
the union of X
R
and the
cuspidal locus of X. For a fractional ideal a of OF , we let X˜
R
a = X˜
R
∩ X˜a.
The Rapoport condition is equivalent to ωβ being a locally free sheaf of rank one
for all β ∈ B. In fact, over X˜
R
, each ωβ is a locally free subsheaf of Hβ of rank one.
Definition 3.1.1. Let R be an F-algebra. The space of mod p Hilbert modular
forms of parallel weight k ∈ Z, and level Γ1(N) over R is defined to be
Mk(N ;R) = H
0(X ⊗F R, (∧
d Ω)k).
Since d > 1, the Koecher principle shows that Mk(N ;R) = H
0(X˜ ⊗F R, (∧
d Ω)k).
We can recast this definition in terms of the ωβ’s.
We can recast the above definition in terms of the ωβ’s:
Lemma 3.1.2. Let k ∈ Z. We have
Mk(N,R) ∼= H
0(X
R
⊗F R,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
ω
epk
β ) = H
0(X˜
R
⊗F R,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
ω
epk
β ).
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Proof. Since X is normal, and X − X
R
has codimension at least 2, we have
Mk(N,R) = H
0(X
R
⊗F R, (∧
d Ω)k). We have
∧dΩ ∼=
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
∧epΩβ.
It is enough to show that ∧epΩβ ∼= ω
ep
β on X
R
. Over X
R
, we have a filtration on
Ωβ
0 = ̟
ep
p Ωβ ⊂ ̟
ep−1
p Ωβ ⊂ · · · ⊂ ̟pΩβ ⊂ Ωβ .
Since on X
R
the sheaf ωβ = Ωβ/̟pΩβ is locally free of rank one, all the graded
parts of the above filtration are isomorphic to ωβ. This shows that ∧
epΩβ ∼= ω
ep
β ,
and completes the proof of the lemma. 
An example of a mod p Hilbert modular form is given by the Hasse invariant
defined as follows. Let A/X be the universal HBAS over X. Let
V : A(p) → A
be the Verschiebung morphism. Then V ∗ : ∧d Ω → (∧d Ω)(p) defines a section of
(∧d Ω)p−1 on X which we call the Hasse invariant and denote by H . It can also be
defined in terms of the partial Hasse invariant defined as follows.
The morphism V ∗ : Ω→ Ω(p) decomposes as
V ∗ = ⊕β∈BV
∗
β ,
where the components are morphisms V ∗β : Ωβ → Ω
(p)
σ−1◦β . Let
V¯ ∗β : ωβ → ω
(p)
σ−1◦β
denote the reduction of V ∗β module πp, where β ∈ Bp. Then V¯
∗
β defines a section
of ωpσ−1◦β ⊗ ω
−1
β on X which is denoted Hβ .
Lemma 3.1.3. We have H =
∏
p|p
∏
β∈Bp
H
ep
β .
Proof. This can be seen just as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2. All we need to note
is that over X
R
, the morphism induced by V ∗β on each graded part of the filtration
given in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 is the same as V¯ ∗β after identifying the graded
part with ωβ.

We consider the Goren-Oort stratification on X˜
R
defined as follows. For any
T ⊂ B, we define
ZT = V (hβ : β ∈ T ),
where V (hβ : β ∈ T ) denotes the closed subscheme given by the vanishing of the
ideal generated by Hβ ’s for β ∈ T . For β ∈ B, we denote Z{β} by Zβ. Each ZT
is non-empty, nonsingular, and equi-dimensional of dimension d− |T |. The divisor
of H on X˜
R
is
∑
p∈S
∑
β∈Bp
epZβ , where the Zβ’s are normal crossing divisors [AG05,
Corollary 8.18].
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The ordinary locus in X˜
R
equals X˜
ord
= X˜
R
−
⋃
β∈B Zβ. For a fractional ideal
a of OF , we define X˜
ord
a = X˜
ord
∩ X˜a.
3.2. Hilbert Modular Varieties with Iwahori level. Let notation be as in the
previous section, and fix p0 a prime of OF above p. Let Y = Y (p0)/W (F) be the
Hilbert modular scheme classifying the isomorphism classes of (δ : A→ A′), where
• A/S = (A/S, ιA, λA, αA), A
′/S = (A′/S, ιA′ , λA′ , αA′) are classified by X ;
• δ is an OF -isogeny of degree p
fp0 with kernel contained in A[p0], such that
δ∗PA′ = p0PA.
The Hilbert modular scheme Y is a normal scheme of relative dimension d over
Spec (W (F)). Let Y = Y ⊗W (F) F be the special fibre. Let Y˜ denote a toroidal
compactification of Y , and Y˜ be its special fibre. We denote by the universal object
on Y by δ : AY → A
′
Y . Since kernel of δ is contained in AY [p0], we can construct
an isogeny
δ′ : A′Y
∼= AY /Ker(δ)→ AY /AY [p0] ∼= AY ⊗OF p
−1
0 .
It is easy to see that δ′ ◦ δ : AY → AY ⊗OF p
−1
0 is the natural map induced by the
inclusion of OF in p
−1
0 . Similarly, δ ◦ (δ
′ ⊗OF p0) : A
′
Y ⊗OF p0 → A
′
Y is the natural
map induced by the inclusion of p0 in OF . In particular, for any point (δ : A→ A
′)
on Y , there is δ′ : A′ → A⊗OF p
−1
0 satisfying a similar property.
There are two maps
π1, π2 : Y˜ → X˜
where on the noncuspidal locus π1(δ : A→ A
′) = A, and π2(δ : A→ A
′) = A′.
For any β ∈ B, let
pr∗β : π
∗
2ωβ → π
∗
1ωβ
denote the map induced by pulling back differential one forms under the natural
projection δ : AY → A
′
Y .
We now define a stratification on Y˜
R
. We first define it on the noncuspidal
locus Y
R
. Let Q = (δ : A → A′) be a closed point on Y
R
. Recall the map
δ′ : A′ → A ⊗OF p
−1
0 constructed above. The pullback morphisms δ
∗ : ΩA′ → ΩA
and δ′∗ : ΩA⊗OF p
−1
0
→ ΩA′ induce morphisms
δ∗β : ωA′,β → ωA,β,(3.2.1)
δ′
∗
β : ωA⊗OF p
−1
0 ,β
→ ωA′,β .
We define
ϕ(Q) = {β ∈ Bp0 : δ
∗
σ−1◦β = 0},(3.2.2)
η(Q) = {β ∈ Bp0 : δ
′∗
β = 0}.
Note that since (δ′ ◦ δ)∗ = 0, we have ℓ(ϕ(Q)) ∪ η(Q) = Bp0 .
Proposition 3.2.1. Let ϕ, η be subsets of Bp0 such that ℓ(ϕ) ∪ η = Bp0 .
(1) There is a locally closed subset Wϕ,η of Y˜
R
with the following property: a
closed point Q of Y˜
R
lies in Wϕ,η if and only if ϕ(Q) = ϕ, and η(Q) = η.
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Moreover, the subset
Zϕ,η =
⋃
ϕ′⊇ϕ,η′⊇η
Wϕ′,η′
is closed.
(2) Wϕ,η is non-empty, and its Zariski closure is Zϕ,η. The collection {Wϕ,η}
is a stratification of Y˜
R
by 3fp0 strata.
(3) Wϕ,η and Zϕ,η are nonsingular, equi-dimensional, and
dim(Wϕ,η) = dim(Zϕ,η) = d+ fp0 − (|ϕ|+ |η|).
(4) The irreducible components of Y˜
R
are the irreducible components of the
strata Zϕ,ℓ(ϕc) for ϕ ⊆ B.
(5) π1(Zϕ,η) = Zϕ∩η, and the map π1 : Zϕ,η → Zϕ∩η is surjective. In fact,
every fibre of this map is homeomorphic to (P1)|ϕ|∩|η|.
Proof. The stratification defined above is a direct generalization of the one defined
and studied in [GoKa12] on Y˜ in the case p is unramified in OF to the Rapoport
locus in the general case. One can prove the above results (and much more) directly
generalizing the proofs in [GoKa12], essentially by replacing Hβ with Hβ in the
study of the deformation theory in the general case (See Theorem 2.5.2, and §2.6
in loc. cit.).
Alternatively, one can appeal to §3.4, 3.5 of [ERX] where the stratification in
[GoKa12] and some of its properties have been generalized to the Pappas-Rapoport
model of the Hilbert modular variety Y˜
PR
that maps to Y˜ via a surjective morphism
which is an isomorphism on the Rapoport locus. For reference, Zϕ,η is denoted by
YS,S′ (intersected with the Rapoport locus), with S = res
−1(ℓ(ϕ)), S′ = res−1(η)
(intersected with the Rapoport locus), where res : Σp → Bp is the restriction
map. 
Corollary 3.2.2. The morphism π1 : Z∅,Bp0 → X˜
R
is surjective, and establishes a
bijection between the irreducible components of Z∅,Bp0 and X˜
R
.
Proof. This follows from parts (3) and (5) of Proposition 3.2.1. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Over Z∅,Bp0 ⊂ Y˜
R
, for every β ∈ Bp0 , there is an isomorphism µβ
that makes the following diagram commutative.
(3.2.3) π∗2ω
p
σ−1◦β
µβ
//
(pr ∗
σ−1◦β
)p
&&
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
π∗1ωβ
V¯ ∗β

π∗1ω
p
σ−1◦β .
Proof. The Verschiebung morphism of A′Y induces V¯
∗
β : π
∗
2Hβ → π
∗
2H
(p)
σ−1◦β which
extends V¯ ∗β : π
∗
2ωβ → π
∗
2ω
(p)
σ−1◦β , and which has image equal to π
∗
2ω
(p)
σ−1◦β . It follows
that its kernel is a locally free subsheaf of rank one of π∗2Hβ .
We also have δ∗β : π
∗
2Hβ → π
∗
1Hβ and δ
′∗
β : π
∗
1HAX⊗OF p
−1
0 ,β
→ π∗2Hβ induced
by the universal isogenies δ and δ′. Let β ∈ Bp0 , and (δ : A → A
′) be a point on
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Y
R
. Interpreting HA,β , HA′,β as the β-components of the contravariant Dieudonne
modules of A[p0] and A
′[p0], and using the Rapoport condition, it follows that both
δ∗β : HA′,β → HA,β, and δ
′∗
β : HA⊗OF p
−1
0 ,β
→ HA′,β have 1-dimensional kernels and
images. Since δ∗βδ
′∗
β = 0, we deduce that (for the universal data) we have Ker(δ
∗
β) =
Im(δ′
∗
β). In particular, since over Z∅,Bp0 ⊂ Y˜
R
we have δ′
∗
β(π
∗
1ωAX⊗OF p
−1
0 ,β
) = 0
for all β ∈ Bp0 , it follows that Im(δ
∗
β) = π
∗
1ωβ over Z∅,Bp0 .
Putting the above together, we obtain a commutative diagram as follows
(3.2.4) π∗2Hβ
δ∗β
// //
V¯ ∗β


π∗1ωβ
V¯ ∗β

π∗2ω
(p)
σ−1◦β
(δ∗
σ−1◦β
)(p)
// π∗1ω
(p)
σ−1◦β.
To end the proof, it is enough to show that the two surjective maps in the diagram,
δ∗β, V¯
∗
β , have the same kernel, in which case, one can define µβ := δ
∗
β ◦ (V¯
∗
β )
−1. We
have seen that Ker(δβ
∗) = Im(δ′
∗
β). Since both kernels in question are locally free
of rank one, it is enough to show that Im(δ′
∗
β) ⊂ Ker(V¯
∗
β ), i.e., V¯
∗
β ◦ δ
′∗
β = 0. This
follows from the following commutative diagram
(3.2.5) π∗1HAX⊗OF p
−1
0 ,β
δ′∗β
//
V¯ ∗β


π∗2Hβ
V¯ ∗β


(π∗1ωAX⊗OF p
−1
0 ,σ
−1◦β)
(p)
(δ′∗
σ−1◦β
)(p)
// π∗2ω
(p)
σ−1◦β
shows that V¯ ∗β ◦ δ
′∗
β = (δ
′∗
σ−1◦β)
(p) ◦ V¯ ∗β = 0 since δ
′∗
σ−1◦β = 0 over Z∅,Bp0 . 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let β ∈ B. For any sheaf F on Y˜
R
,
(V¯ ∗β )
nβ ⊗ 1 : H0(π∗1ω
nβ
β ⊗F)→ H
0(π∗1ω
pnβ
β ⊗F)
is multiplication by π∗1H
nβ
β .
Proof. This is immediate from the definition of Hβ .

3.2.1. Tate objects and q-expansions. Given any fractional ideal a of OF , let Xa
denote the subscheme of X where the polarization module of the abelian scheme
(PA,P
+
A ) is isomorphic to (a, a
+) as a module with notion of positivity. Xa is a
connected component of X , and every connected component of X is of the form Xa
for some a as above. Similarly, we can define Ya (where, for a point (δ : A → A
′),
we impose the condition on the polarization module of A) and a similar statement
is true for Y .
In the following, we refer to [AG05, §6] for Tate objects over Hilbert modular
varieties and q-expansions for Hilbert modular forms, even though our notation will
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be slightly different. For example, for a pair of fractional ideals a, b, one can define
a map
q : a−1 → Gm⊗Zd
−1
F b
−1
by sending an element α ∈ a−1 to the point of the torus Gm⊗Zd
−1
F b
−1 = Gm⊗Zb
∗
whose value at the parameter Xξ (for ξ ∈ b) is qξα (over an appropriate ring
which contains all these elements). We will replace the notation q(a−1) employed
by [AG05] with qa
−1
. Let
Taa,b = (Gm⊗Zd
−1
F b
−1)/qa
−1
denote a cusp on Xab, where underline indicates the inclusion of standard PEL
structure (c.f. [AG05, §6.4]). For simplicity, we denote Taa,OF by Taa. Let
Ω(Taa,b) denote the invariant differentials on Taa,b defined over a base Spec (R).
We have
Ω(Taa,b) ∼= ((d
−1
F b
−1)∗ ⊗Z R)
dt
t
∼= (b⊗Z R)
dt
t
,
where t is the parameter on Gm.
Let p0 be a prime above p in OF . Then
Ta′a = (δ : Taa → Tap0a)
is a cusp on Ya, where δ is the natural projection.
Lemma 3.2.5. Let a be a fractional ideal of OF . Every cusp of the form Ta
′
a
belongs to W∅,Bp0 . Every irreducible (equivalently, connected) component of Z∅,Bp0
contains a cusp of the form Ta′a.
Proof. Note that the morphism
δ′ : Tap0a → Taa ⊗OF p
−1
0
∼= Tap0a,p0 ,
defined at the beginning of §3.2, is the natural map Tap0a → Tap0a,p0 . The induced
morphism on the invariant differentials, over a base Spec (R), is given by the natural
inclusion
δ′∗ : Ω(Tap0a,p0)
∼= (p0 ⊗Z R)
dt
t
→ Ω(Tap0a)
∼= (OF ⊗Z R)
dt
t
.
This shows that the image of δ′∗ is contained in the image of the action of p0.
It follows that δ′∗β = 0 for all β ∈ B. Similarly, one can show that δ
∗
β 6= 0 for
all β ∈ B. This proves our claim that Ta′a ∈ W∅,B. For the second statement,
let C be an irreducible component of Z∅,Bp0 . By Corollary 3.2.2, π1(C) = X˜
R
a
for some fractional ideal a. Since Taa ∈ X˜
R
a , and Ta
′
a ∈ Z∅,Bp0 it follows that
Ta′a ∈ π
−1
1 (X˜
R
a ) ∩ Z∅,Bp0 , which equals C by Corollary 3.2.2.

We let ω denote the canonical generator of the sheaf ∧d Ω(Taa) on the base of
Taa . If f is a normalized Hilbert modular eigenform of parallel weight k, we can
write
f(Taa) =
∑
ξ∈(a−1)+∪{0}
cξq
ξωk,
and in this representation cξ = c(ξa, h) is the eigenvalue of the Tξa operator on f ,
for all ξ ∈ (a−1)+. See [Shi78, (2.23)].
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4. The main Theorem
4.1. The statement. We now state our main result.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let p > 2 be prime. let F be a totally real field, and
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp)
an irreducible modular representation such that ρ|GF (ζp) is irreducible. If p = 3
(respectively p = 5), assume further that the projective image of ρ(GF (ζp)) is not
conjugate to PSL2(F3) (respectively PSL2(F5)).
Suppose that for each prime p|p, ρ|GFp is unramified, and that the eigenvalues
of ρ(Frobp) are distinct.
Then, there is a mod p Hilbert modular form h of parallel weight 1 and level
prime to p such that ρh
∼= ρ. Furthermore, h can be chosen to have level bounded
in terms of the Artin conductor of ρ.
4.2. The proof. We present the proof of our main theorem in several steps. By
assumption, for each p ∈ S, the Frobenius at p has two distinct eigenvalues which
we denote by α1,p, α2,p. By Corollary 2.1.2, there is a finite extension K of Qp
with ring of integers OK and residue field mK , an integer N divisible by the Artin
conductor of ρ, and, for any I ⊂ {p|p}, a normalized Hilbert eigenform fI of weight
p and level Γ1(N), such that
• ρfI
∼= ρ,
• for each prime p|p, we have TpfI = α˜I,pfI , where α˜I,p lifts α1,p if p ∈ I,
and α2,p if p /∈ I,
• for any prime l ∤ p, the eigenvalues of Tl on the fI ’s have all the same
reduction in mK .
For any I ⊂ S, let α˜I = Πp|pα˜I,p. Set
f =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|α˜IfI ,
g =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|fI .
Taking N as above, and extending scalars from W (F) to W (F′) large enough to
contain OK , we can view f, g as elements of H
0(X˜⊗W (F′), (∧dΩ)p). For simplicity
of notation, we won’t indicate the base change in our notation, and write the rest
of the proof as if the forms are defined over W (F). Let f¯ , g¯ denote their images in
H0(X˜, (∧dΩ)p). By Lemma 3.1.2, we can view
f¯ , g¯ ∈ H0(X˜
R
,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
ω
epp
β ).
Definition 4.2.1. We define the following morphism of sheaves on Y˜
R
,
pr ∗ :=
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
(pr ∗β)
ep : H0(Y˜
R
,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
π∗2ω
epp
β )→ H
0(Y˜
R
,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
π∗1ω
epp
β ),
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where pr ∗β is defined in §3.1. Under the isomorphism in Lemma 3.1.2, this morphism
is simply
(∧dδ∗)p : (∧dΩA′
˜
Y
R
/
˜
Y
R
)p → (∧dΩA
˜
Y
R
/
˜
Y
R
)p,
induced by the universal isogeny δ : AY → A
′
Y .
Both π∗1f and pr
∗π∗2g can be viewed as sections in H
0(Y˜
R
,
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp
π∗1ω
epp
β ). We
prove a lemma.
Lemma 4.2.2. Over Z∅,Bp0 ⊂ Y˜
R
, we have π∗1 f¯ = (pr
∗)pπ∗2 g¯ .
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.5, every connected component of Z∅,Bp0 contains a cusp of
the form Ta′a for some fractional ideal a of OF . Hence, it is enough to show the
above equality at such cusps. Let a be a fractional ideal of OF . Recall from §3.2.1
that ω denotes the canonical generator of the sheaf ∧dΩ on the base of Taa or
Tap0a. Write
f(Taa) =
∑
ξ∈(a−1)+
aξ(a)q
ξωp,
g(Taa) =
∑
ξ∈(a−1)+
bξ(a)q
ξωp.
It follows that
π∗1f(Ta
′
a) = f(Taa) =
∑
ξ∈(a−1)+
aξ(a)q
ξωp,
pr∗π∗2g(Ta
′
a) = pr
∗g(Tap0a) =
∑
ξ∈(p0a−1)+
bξ(p0a)q
ξωp.
To prove the result it is enough to show that bξ(pa) ∈ mK if ξ ∈ (p0a
−1)+− (a−1)+,
and aξ(a)− bξ(p0a) ∈ mK for ξ ∈ (a
−1)+.
First assume that ξ ∈ (p0a
−1)+ − (a−1)+, i.e., p0 6 | ξp0a. We can write
bξ(p0a) =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|c(ξp0a, fI) =
∑
p0 6∈I
(−1)|I|c(ξp0a, fI)−
∑
p0∈I
(−1)|I|c(ξp0a, fI).
Since for all primes ideals l 6= p0, the modular forms fI and fI∪p0 have Tl-eigenvalues
that are congruent modulo mK , it follows that c(ξp0a, fI)− c(ξp0a, fI∪{p0}) ∈ mK ,
whence bξ(p0a) ∈ mK .
Now, assume ξ ∈ (a−1)+. We can write
bξ(p0a) =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|c(ξp0a, fI),
aξ(a) =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|γ˜Ic(ξa, fI) =
∑
I⊂S
(−1)|I|c(p0, fI)c(ξa, fI).
Since for any Hilbert modular eigenform h, and for any integral ideal m of OF ,
we have c(p0m, h) ≡ c(p0, h)c(m, h) mod p, it follows that bξ(p0a)−aξ(a) ∈ mK . 
We now prove that f¯ is divisible by H ; i.e., f¯ /H is a mod p Hilbert modular
form of parallel weight one. Since irreducible components of distinct Zβ’s intersect
transversally, it is enough to prove that for each p|p, f¯ is divisible by H
ep
β , for all
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β ∈ Bp. We fix p = p0 and show this for all β ∈ Bp0 working on a stratum on
Y˜
R
= Y˜
R
(p0).
Fix β0 ∈ Bp0 . Let pr
β0,∗ =
⊗
p|p
⊗
β∈Bp−{β0}
(pr ∗β)
ep . Lemma 3.2.3 proves that
the following diagram is commutative over Z∅,Bp0 .
(4.2.1)
π∗2ω
pep0
σ−1◦β0
⊗
⊗
β 6=σ−1◦β0
π∗2ω
pep0
β
µ
ep0
β0
⊗1
//
(pr ∗)p
**❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱
π∗1ω
ep0
β0
⊗
⊗
β 6=σ−1◦β0
π∗2ω
pep0
β
(V¯ ∗β )
ep0⊗(pr β0,∗)p

π∗1ω
pep0
σ−1◦β0
⊗
⊗
β 6=σ−1◦β0
π∗1ω
pep0
β .
Lemma 4.2.2 tells us that on Z∅,Bp0 , we have
π∗1 f¯ = (pr
∗)pπ∗2 g¯ = (V¯
∗
β )
ep0 (µ
ep0
β0
⊗ (pr β0,∗)p)(π∗2 g¯)
= π∗1H
ep0
β0
(µ
ep0
β0
⊗ (pr β0,∗)p)(π∗2 g¯)
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.2.4. This proves that on the stratum
Z∅,Bp0 , the section π
∗
1 f¯ is divisible by π
∗
1H
ep0
β0
. Since π1 : Z∅,Bp0 → X˜
R
is a surjective
morphism between smooth schemes, it follows that f¯ is divisible by H
ep0
β0
(If f¯ /H
ep0
β0
has poles along a divisor, then π∗1(f¯ /H
ep0
β0
) will have poles along the inverse image
of that divisor).
Repeating this argument for all p|p, and all β ∈ Bp, we find that f¯ is divisible
by H =
∏
p|p
∏
β∈Bp
H
ep
β . It follows that f¯/H is the desired mod p Hilbert modular
form of parallel weight 1.
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